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The Cornered Cat may be the ultimate resource for women who choose to carry a firearm for self defense. This book
contains a wealth of information provided in Kathy's warm and often humorous style. She tackles the critical
considerations of using deadly drive in protection of oneself and loved ones in a thought-provoking, nonjudgmental,
"between girlfriends" prose that is neither threatening nor sugar-coated, just very actual. The Cornered Cat is all about
women which have chosen or are thinking about choosing firearms for self defense, sport, or just attempting to
understand more in what their menfolk find so fascinating. It covers everything from washing a pistol to ways of carry. It
tells women everything they ever wished to know about how to carry a firearm for self defense.
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There are big questions to answer BEFORE you ever carry.. Why? Those people who have no desire to investigate how,
where, when and why they should bring a firearm have no business doing so, and pose a risk to everyone. Our toileting
methods are considerably unique of our man counterparts.This book, in fact, is the best introduction to handguns and
concealed carry that I understand of. So I'm ordering a new copy for myself. When you hit another chapter, start reading
again! If you are currently transporting - it's still not really optional. Afterwards, we’ll discuss the laws and regulations
governing deadly push. You owe it to yourself, your loved ones as well as your community to become the most
responsible person in tense circumstances. It must be done immediately. Jumping past these fundamentals may be
tempting, nonetheless it drastically escalates the risk of producing the incorrect decision under stress, maybe even
eliminating an innocent person. Neglecting to examine these moral dilemmas also increases the risk that you’ll end up in
jail, in the morgue, in the hospital, or in the suicide-watch wing of the neighborhood loony bin—again because of making
the wrong decision under tension. Why and why not really? I can't think of anything. But weighing the moral and ethical
problems you might encounter won’t wait around." "Because I can't carry a policeman.I found this book to end up being
very useful in sorting things away in my own mind. Not being prepared mentally will never provide clarity when lives are
on the line. It's a "must-have" reserve for your library. If you don't find it's relevant to your atheism, change. the. page.
Kathy Jackson puts it well in her very own book,"Those who bring a gun also carry much responsibility. Easy!It's a good
book to assist you grapple with the big questions FIRST, before getting down to particulars regarding the hardware, etc.
It's very readable and down to earth. If you're thinking about learning about firearms and self defense, this is a good
starting point. Cannot recommend even more highly. I've gotten copies for my partner, brother, and daughter; For me,
this book isn't just a helpful book. Three Stars Liked the book and would read this author once again.The writer
discusses the what, how, when, where, and just why in great educational fine detail but she actually is not preachy.She
talks about how CCW is quite different for women than for men. This book isn't just for women, plenty of nuggets here
for all to absorb. This is simply not a book with an agenda to convert everyone to transporting. Kathy Jackson simply
explains why she bears, how it really is done, and what to know first as well as later, but will not even somewhat
disparage people who do not.I move so far as to say even those opposed to ladies carrying - or carrying by anyone -
should go through it. How can you debate an issue if you don't understand the topic and are not educated of your
opposition? It's that essential a subject today. We all have to be proficient in whatever it really is we support - or
oppose - or we are not credible. She'll neither place you to rest, nor scare you to loss of life. --Our bodies are formed in
ways that make holding more challenging. I highly recommend this book! -- How about curvy women? Women with big
breasts? -- How to practice. "Gimme a gun, I'll find out when it's appropriate to use" (that i have actually heard
spoken! -- What in the event you know in advance about legal problems if you use a weapon, or even pull it? -- Just how
much do different weapons cost? -- How do you chose the right weapon for your situation? -- What's the difference
between a pistol and revolver? Why? Bra? And through her blog, I began to notice that material written for ladies who
are not really acquainted with firearms is usually a great help me in my own unfamiliarities, despite my lack of gender
qualifications. Belly band? In the waistband? Beyond your waistband? (And while we're looking at the back of the book,
check out the VERY thorough glossaries of holstering and of firearm and shooting conditions. Purse? Do you still need a
holster if you bring a firearm in your purse? Could it be an excellent idea, or not good, to have more than one kind
holster and different locations that you carry?These are only a few of the topics she addresses in a book super easy to
read and very easy to comprehend, but that isn't cotton candy either. -- What is the difference between a clip and a
magazine? -- How about non-lethal options, instead? -- How can you select a weapon that works in your smaller hands?
Also great as a reference . -- How do you clean it? (Sorry, gals, even THIS requires cleaning! Sigh) -- How frequently
does it want cleaned? -- How can you find a course? How much does a class cost? -- Is usually a Concealed Carry class
a course that prepares you to guard your loved ones, or does it mostly meet legal requirements?. -- Where do you look
for a class? -- How do you discover an instructor that is a great one? -- How whether a firearm carried on your person,
or simply left at home for home invasions determines which firearm is way better for you personally? -- The emotional
problems after a fight? -- Why does caliber of ammunition matter? How are they different?or are considering it
yourself. -- What now ? with your arms? There are existence and death issues a person has to address to their own



satisfaction in their own brain before ever owning a gun. -- Where perform you put the hands when you hold a firearm?
-- The type of holster would you obtain? How exactly to always, every period, all the time, be safe. -- Safety, protection,
safety! -- What do points cost when you own or carry a weapon? -- If you carry it, how do you go to the bathroom with
it? Do you have to use ammunition to practice? In short, holding a gun but failing woefully to look at this stuff in
advance is usually both poor citizenship and poor techniques. -- How much practice is required? -- What if you're not
athletic or particularly strong, yourself? How will that affect your decision to carry or not? -- Could it be better, or not
so much, to possess our educated husbands, boyfriends, brothers, or salesman choose for us? This is usually among
those books I am loaning and offering to my daughter and my close friends. With the energy to have a human lifestyle
comes the duty to make use of that power wisely.The cons of the book?"There exists a whole lot more to owning a gun
than passing the backdrop check and plunking a wad of cash on a dealer's counter.)On top of all of this, Kathy Jackson
is going to make you laugh. A lot more than I can mention.Would I buy it again? YES!If you are even Considering
carrying, in my opinion, this book is not optional.As for the few individuals who simply had to cry about the solitary
chapter on being a Christian and a gun owner, I believe you should realize that now there are Christians who have valid
questions about those a couple of things existing side by side. THE VERY BEST Introduction to Concealed Carry That I
UNDERSTAND Of Extremely engaging, VERY thorough, frequently funny, and chock full of ideas for further reading.We
still consider myself a starting shooter in lots of ways, though I've been diligent about it now for two . 5 years. I first
uncovered Kathy Jackson while searching online for instructions for washing a handgun. Her post, "How exactly to Clean
a Glock," described it perfectly, and won me over besides. Leg?! A genuine must-have. and intend to keep a
supplementary copy on hand in our "gift drawer." (In fact, my partner borrowed my copy; and now, judging by all of the
post-its and paper clips she's affixed, she is apparently keeping it.) is no way to carry out yourself as a citizen of a free
society. Example: "Why do you carry a gun? The Desk of Contents is not quite complete. For instance, "The ABCs of
Ammunition" will not arrive there; Kathy goes into fine detail on the questions and processes many folks have when just
starting out. Fanny pack? Unless you understand a Tang from a Moon Clip, this is actually the place to appear.The pluses
of the book?)I've only one minor criticism. If you cannot, or are unwilling to, do people a favor and avoid owning a lethal
tool."What's never to like? This is normally an outstanding guide for newbies, and a fantastic reference for older hands.
2d Amendment is definitely for women too Desire your wife to transport? Buy her this book! Exceptional resource for
the new and experienced! This book is priceless. It had been recommended I examine it and it surpasses what I possibly
could have imagined. In case you are ever wanting to under understand somebody who ' carries' . This review is in
response to the negative reviews complaining about the more philosophical tone the book takes.. -- How can you stand
when you use a firearm? -- What's the difference between types of classes?.please go through this book first. Very easy
it is to get and so easy it is to get. Once you start you can't put it down. You owe it to yourself. Best info ever! Great
book packed with lots of details! Whether you're new or experienced in firearms and self defense, there's something
right here for everyone. though a glance at the excellent index at the trunk are certain to get you there. Even being
somewhat experienced, I learned a few methods and shortcuts I didn't know. Learn, prepare yourself, and revel in. Add
this reserve to your library today! Perfect Must read! Plenty of great info for newbies. Easy and fun to read! -- What
about security - both yours and the innocents around you? -- How do women carry but still look stylish - that is
important to most of us.! Kathy's book is an excellent source of information Kathy's book is a wonderful way to obtain
information, in a world filled with trainers, Kathy is indeed among the best available. She merely 'talks', as she might if
we were experiencing a sit down elsewhere collectively and I asked her questions. It's a reserve every woman
unquestionably should browse, whether she carries already, is just thinking about it, is mildly interested in it, is choosing
about any of it - or, actually, opposes it. Five Stars Well-written and highly beneficial! Five Stars Great book
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